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Eco-efficient Housing, EECN (Almost zero Energy Building), Smarthouse, with Energy Efficiency
Certificate with A Rating and GREEN Certification issued by GBCE (Green Building Council Spain).

According to the construction model of Otium Home New Building For a Better Life, it has combined the knowledge
and experience of prominent professionals of recognized prestige from different fields (architects, engineers,
manufacturers, suppliers, etc.) and of UNIVERSITY RESEARCH CENTERS such as, Clara commitment to Research +
Development + Innovation, R + D + I.

Member of World Alliance for Efficient Solutions

We are in the initial process to obtain the Solar Impulse Label

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION
FOUNDATION
* Foundation, reinforced concrete, HA-25 N / mm2, plastic consistency, Tmax. 20mm. According to the geotechnical study in compliance with the Technical
Building Code DB-SE-C and NCSE.

STRUCTURE
* Made with Baupanel product, which is an integral construction system, earthquake resistant and thermo-acoustic insulation based on a set of structural
panels.
Each element is made up of a high-strength steel 3D structure made up of two flat meshes strongly interconnected by multiple perpendicular bars.
The space that remains between the steel meshes is occupied by the insulating plate with characteristics appropriate to the project needs.
This set is completed on site by applying two layers of micro concrete of predetermined thickness either by pneumatic projection or by pouring into formwork.

* Construction in compliance with the EHE and CTE regulations, comprehensive, earthquake resistant and thermo-acoustic insulation based on a structural
construction system composed of industrialized panels with expanded polystyrene core, steel meshes and shotcrete, certified with DIT (Document of Suitability
Technique).

EXTERIOR REVESTMENT
* Water-repellent mortar finish plus ecological paint with eco-label or ecological seal or paint based on lime and graphene Biosphere brand Graphestone that
among other features absorbs CO2.

INNER LINER
* Basement with a perlite finish plus ecological paint with eco-label or ecological seal without heavy metals such as mercury, lead or volatile solvents.

* Ground Floor and First Floor interior distribution of the house, they will be made with a laminated plasterboard partition system, with interior insulation
for greater thermal and acoustic comfort. In wet rooms, the plasterboard will be waterproof. BAUPANEL's enclosures will be clad with a laminated
plasterboard partition system and interior insulation.
This system favors thermal and acoustic insulation avoiding friction since the pipes go through the intermediate space

INTERIOR PARTITIONS
* Interior distribution of the house, they will be made with a laminated plasterboard partition system, with interior insulation for greater thermal and acoustic
comfort. In wet rooms, the plasterboard will be waterproof. BAUPANEL enclosures will be clad with a laminated plasterboard partition system and interior
insulation.
This system favors thermal and acoustic insulation avoiding friction since the pipes go through the intermediate space.

COVERS
* Cover not passable
Formed by a layer of light concrete type arlite or similar, for forming slopes, laying of cement mortar for regularization, modified bitumen membrane, with
polyethylene reinforcement, layer of protection mortar, ecological white paint with eco-label with solar protection or gravel or ecological stamp.
* Walkable terrace:
Formed by a layer of light concrete type arlite or similar, for formation of slopes, laying of cement mortar for regularization, modified bitumen membrane, with
polyethylene reinforcement, layer of protection mortar and rectified porcelain stoneware finish.

PAVEMENTS
* Large format rectified porcelain stoneware, avant-garde for interior and exterior, with two different finishes, smooth and bush hammered, with CRADLE
TO CRADLE or DAP certification.

ROOFS

* Ceilings with projected plaster in the living room, bedrooms and the rest of the house with false ceilings of smooth plaster. In bathrooms, with special registers
for the air conditioning machine, with DAP certification (Environmental Product Designation).

TOILETS
* Wall-hung toilet with recessed tank and soundproofing, Grohe brand or similar.

* Top quality ceramic countertop washbasin with cabinet.
* Shower executed in-situ, bathroom flooring finished with non-slip treatment and fixed transparent laminated glass partition.
* Chrome single-handle basin faucet with ecological system, Grohe brand or similar.

* Grohe chrome thermostatic kit shower faucet or similar.

KITCHEN AND LAUNDRY
* Open kitchen fully furnished with laminated door and drawer fronts, SILESTONE, COMPACT antibacterial type countertop, glass front. * High energy efficiency
A +++ appliances where their installation is possible, oven, vitro, hood, combi refrigerator and undermount sink with Grohe brand or similar single-handle tap,
washing machine and dishwasher will be bithermal.
* Furniture for standard type laundry room with base unit and broom and with an ecological mixer tap, Grohe brand or similar.

INTERIOR CARPENTRY
* Wood with FSC and / or PEFCF and / or similar stamps.

* Ecological adhesives with ecological certificates.
* Large security entrance door.
* Passage door type standard, lacquered in white.
* Front folding cabinet 2400 mm high, interior in molded superpan melanin.
* The cabinets will be equipped with LED type lighting.

EXTERNAL WOODWORK
* Ecological adhesives and silicones with ecological certificates.
* CORTIZO brand or similar anodized aluminum carpentry with thermal break system (RPT), with avant-garde, minimalist design, with high thermal and acoustic
degree with thermal break.
The double glazing, with an intermediate dehydrated chamber type Climalit, Saint Gobain, with glasses with high reinforced thermal insulation, significantly
reduces the exchange of temperature, favoring good interior comfort and saving energy.

FACILITIES
* The Otium house is conceived as a practically self-sufficient house from the energy point of view.
* It poses a very high energy efficiency and uses renewable natural sources to develop the daily activities of its inhabitants.
* It has a minimal ecological impact on its environment and on nature in general.
* Its design exceeds current regulations incorporating the latest technologies in the facilities.

HOME AUTOMATION
* The Otium home is based on the concept that energy should only be used when it is needed and only in the amount that is needed at all times.
* The objective of using a home automation system is to eliminate redundant systems when automating the use of the home.
* The control of the installations will be carried out through the use of a decentralized KNX system, European and Chinese standard in the world of control
combined with a DALI system for the control of the lighting installation, thus minimizing the number of conductors required in the living place.
* The relationship with the user will be carried out in a natural way through scenes of daily life that can be defined by the inhabitants themselves, using their
own mobiles or the screens located in the home for this purpose. The control of the home can be carried out locally or even remotely using the internet
connection, being able to know, at all times and in real time, the status of its elements and possible alarms.
* This technology will also allow the user-installation relationship orally through multilanguage voice interpreters (optional).
* The home automation installation carried out in the home is prepared for the incorporation of the voice management systems Alexa (Amazon), Siri (Apple),
and Google (none of them are included in the price of the home)
* Lighting control with DALI technology will allow individualized regulation and action of the different circuits defined in the home.
* Scattered around the house, security, movement, flood, wind, twilight and emergency sensors will be located that will allow knowing the status of doors and
windows, the passage of people, allowing the system to make decisions aimed at improving the comfort of it.

* The control of the irrigation system will depend on the degree of humidity of the soil and its duration to the type of vegetation located in each area of the
garden.
* The control of the air conditioning and heating system will be carried out in such a way that the energy consumed is minimized and the comfort of the home
is optimized.
* The temperature control will be carried out by motorized grilles in each of the units.

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION
* The design of the electrical installation bases its conception on the Low Voltage Electrotechnical Regulation but incorporating new generation elements.
* At all times, the actual consumption and the different instantaneous and accumulated electrical parameters will be known, which will allow the user to
rationalize their consumption, optimize the electricity supply contract with the distribution company and know the energy produced by the photovoltaic
installation.
* The use of Domotics from the initial conception of the house allows minimizing the number of conductors that distribute electrical energy throughout the
house.
* The electrical installation is designed to allow the incorporation of domestic batteries and accumulators that allow the energy produced by renewable energy
installations or from the conventional electrical network to be stored, allowing the maximum reduction in the cost of the energy consumed from the network.
* The installation has an Uninterruptible Power System that ensures the supply of electricity to the essential elements.

* State-of-the-art top quality sockets and switches, model Niessen, HDL, or similar.
* The house is equipped with an electric car charger.

HOME LIGHTING
* Built-in LED architectural lighting (wall and ceiling bathrooms) and / or wall lights in bathroom ceilings, corridors, living-dining room, according to a lighting study carried
out specifically for the home for comfort and efficient control of energy consumption.
* Light sources will be used with both neutral (4000º K) and warm (2500º K) temperature values, the user being able to choose, at any time, the level of luminosity and the
temperature of the same that he wishes to carry out his daily activity.
* The design and control system chosen for lighting is DALI technology, which allows minimizing the number of conductors required to power the different light sources and
being able to control them at all times.

EXTERIOR LIGHTING
* Luminaires in terraces and garden LED type both in the form of projectors and in wall and glass bathrooms. In access to the pedestrian entrance to the house,
luminaire with passage sensors, according to a lighting project carried out with energy efficiency standards and designed to obtain low light pollution.
* Garden lighting with adjustable LED-type spotlights, depending on the landscape design, on trees and green environments.
* The same criteria will be followed for the lighting of the pool, but using spotlights and LED strips controlled from the home automation system.

MEGAPHONE AND WIRELESS INTERCOM SYSTEM
* The home will be equipped with a Sonos Play: 1 wireless audio system, locating one unit per floor, offering rich and powerful HiFi sound, high fidelity and
great clarity at any volume.
* Different music can be played on each of them or grouped as desired, from music services, internet radios or from computers or NAS devices on the home
network supporting the most popular audio formats.
* You can control the playback with an iPhone, iPad, iPod, Mac and other smartphones, tablets or computers through a free application and, likewise, send
voice messages to specific speakers using these devices as an element to capture the message.

HOME CINEMA (Optional)
* LESHP Full HD LCD Projector 3200 Lumens 1080P, Portable LED Home Cinema Projector Support / USB / HDMI / VGA / AV / TV for Movies, Video Games *
Projection screen for Home Cinema 180x180 cm, 16: 9 * The system is prepared for Incorporate the dedicated Sonos Playbar Home Theater audio system for
a surround system 5.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS (TELEVISION-TELEPHONY)
* The home will be provided with the services regulated in the Telecommunications Infrastructure Regulations, telephone, R.D.S.I, TV and FM with outlets in
the living room, bedrooms, and living room and annex on the ground floor. USB charger on the ground floor and basement.
* Electronic video intercom at the access door with connection to mobile devices, via the internet, to enable communication with the caller without having to
be at home.
* The house will have wired ethernet network points distributed by the dependencies that allow to enjoy all the contracted bandwidth.
* It will also have its own and stable Wi-Fi network to which the router of the company chosen for the supply will be connected.

Ç

VENTILATION, AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING
* The air conditioning of the Otium Pernet IV home has been designed differentiating the concepts of ventilation and air conditioning, but always using the
highest energy efficiency and maximum respect and commitment to the environment.
* The distribution of air-conditioned air throughout the house will be carried out using conduits and motorized grille systems to establish, individually, the
temperature of each unit.
* The energy recovery of the air circulating outside is carried out using high-performance double-flow exchangers, located in each of the plants, which ensure
a 90% use of the energy used for air conditioning.
* As the main heating system, a radiant floor installation will be used, controlled by the home automation system, in charge of maintaining the temperature of
the rooms constantly.
* To support the mechanical ventilation system, an aerothermal system with fan-coils and heat pump will be located that will supplement the primary
ventilation and heating systems if necessary (only as support or at the beginning of the heating until the underfloor heating reaches its setpoint temperature).
* In each of the bedrooms a silent ceiling fan will be located in order to increase air circulation in them.

PHOTOVOLTAIC SOLAR ENERGY
* On the roof, fully integrated into the structure, the house will have an Installation of photovoltaic solar panels, made of monocrystalline / polycrystalline
silicon, for the production of electrical energy.
* The proposed system includes an inverter and EMS (energy manager) to be able to use the energy produced in the daily electricity consumption of the house
and the charger of electric vehicles.

SOLAR THERMAL ENERGY AND ACS (Sanitary Hot Water)
* Installation of solar energy on the roof, for the supply of hot water to the house, consisting of thermal plates and a general accumulator of 300 liters to cover
the needs of the same.
Installation of hot water by return. This system saves the need for return pipes to have hot water instantly.

PLUMBING AND SANITATION

* Uponor Pex cross-linked polyethylene pipes 5 series for food use (PE-100-ON16) of 16 atmospheres of pressure.
* Insulation with 9mm Armaflex XG elastomeric shell.
* Shut-off valve (hot and cold) at the entrance of the house and of each wet room.
* NO solenoid valves at the entrance of the home and bathrooms and kitchen in order to prevent water leaks or floods controlled by home automation.
* Grohe terrace service taps or similar.
* Descaler at the entrance of the installation.
* Separative system with independent networks for rainwater and wastewater.
* Variable pressure group.

RAINWATER RECOVERY
* Rainwater recovery system with collected from the terraces and covered by internal and underground conduit, connected to a cistern linked to the
irrigation system.

* Deposit for storing rainwater.

OTHER FACILITIES
EXTERIOR AREAS
GARDENS
* According to the ecological criteria and seeking the reduction of irrigation in the garden, native and acclimatized plants will be used, and we perform a
calculation of the KS coefficient (hybrid needs) of the irrigation requirements of each plant. Example of plants that we will use: palm trees, alegrías, palm hearts,
begonias, lavenders, lady at night, ivy, rosemary, jasmine, lemon tree, grass type grass.
* Pebbles and / or white gravel in perimeter areas of the house for drainage and other areas as needed.
* Composting bin with a capacity of 400 to 600 liters.
* Equipment of lost water sprayed through nozzles. They will be used to decrease the temperature in open spaces.

IRRIGATION
* Automatic sprinkler and drip irrigation system (drop by drop, fine stream of water or fine rain), with humidity sensors controlled by the home automation
system.

POOL
* Infinity or infinity pool with variable depth, maximum depth 1.50m. with glazed mosaic / tile or porcelain coating.
* Ecological and natural water treatment system by hydrolysis and ionization, without chlorine and with home automation control via wifi, obtaining water
without flavor or colorants.
* Pre installation for solar thermal system and thermal blanket.

PAVEMENT
* Pavement or draining concrete in pedestrian walkway access to home and parking area.
GARAGE ACCESS DOORS
* Automatic garage door with sensor and remote control with the possibility of opening by mobile.
* Side opening with metal sectional door and side opening.
* Metallic pedestrian access door with the name OP IV.

PLOT PERIMETER
* Simple twist green plasticized metal fence, covered by heather depending on the area.

ELECTRICAL MOBILITY
* For charging electric vehicle batteries, an electric charging point will be included.

* You can enter into a Tempo Zero Rate contract with Endesa that provides you with a flat rate that allows you to obtain battery charges for about 7,500 km /
year at zero cost, recharging from 1 to 7 in the morning.

Note: Quality report subject to modifications for technical, legal or design reasons.

WITHOUT EVOLUTION THERE IS NO FUTURE
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